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flat country, and in the middle of nothing in particular.
The spot was familiar to me, as it was almost exactly
the actual line at which the Russian retreat was stopped
in the autumn of 1915, and here I had wintered with the
Third Russian Army in the Pinsk marshes among the
slushy towns and villages of this desolate area. The
population on both sides of the line was White Russian,
with a mere sprinkling of Poles, who are, however, ,
making vigorous colonizing efforts in these parts.
By the next morning I was in Moscow—so near is the
new frontier—and was picking out all the old remem-
bered sights on the long Tverskaya, till the familiar Red
Square, with the Kremlin and St. Basil, stood up in front
of me as if I had never been away.
The hotel to which we were assigned was the Novo-
Moskovskaya, a great big building of eight floors, on
what might be called the Surrey side, looking straight
over the little river and down on to the top of the low
hill which is the Kremlin. There was everything, both in
provision and in attention, that could make for the
visitors' comfort, except that there was much too much
of what the bourgeois asks for and I do not—particularly
a jazz band and two outrageous American female singers,
who strummed all wrong on two grand pianos, facing
away to the audience and singing their vulgar songs.
The British Embassy is now housed in the mansion
of Haritonenko, which is a monument of mercantile
magnificence. It stands directly facing the river and the
Kremlin, a very different position from the old Embassy
in Petersburg, which always seemed to be part of a
barracks, and not in Russia at all. I obtained the wise
counsels of our Ambassador—now, in glaring contrast

